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ABSTRACT 
 

 Most publications that are concerned with the crack detection via analyzing 

Eigenfrequencies or deformation modes of wind turbine blades (WTBs) are done in 

stationary condition. This paper however proposes a novel approach that could study 

the effect of WTB cracks during rotation at any speed without the need to stop the 

turbine by using multibody analysis. This approach will reduce the cost of its 

maintenance substantially, since it will avoid the cost of downtime for wind turbine 

during crack detection. This approach considers both the increase in stiffness due to 

rotation (known as centrifugal stiffening effect), and stiffness reduction due to cracks 

presence in the blade. This study tests the capability of the proposed approach in 

detection of location and size of cracks in WTB. A finite element model was built for 

WTB by using MSC/ADAMS. A parametric study is then applied to the WTB model to 

study the effect of crack size and crack location on the modal parameters of the WTB. 

Finally, the combined effect of cracks presence and rotational speed on the modal 

parameters of the WTB during rotation are also investigated.  
 

KEYWORDS: Wind turbine blade, Crack detection, Dynamic analysis, Finite Element,  

Centrifugal stiffening effect. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 The use of wind power increased rapidly in the last years. Horizontal axis wind 

turbine (HAWT) is designed for a predicted lifetime of about 20 years. However, any 

defects in the turbine components such as a crack in turbine blade can influence its 

reliability and cause considerable downtime. Therefore, a blade crack should be detected 

early before it propagates and causes catastrophic failure in the turbine. The wind turbine 
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blades (WTBs) are considered the largest rotary component and they encounter various 

loads over their lifetime. Besides, the cost of blades represents about 18 % of the total 

turbine cost [1]. In addition, the repair cost and time of the blades are considered the 

highest due to their installation at high altitudes and their fabrication from expensive 

materials [1]. Moreover, any crack in the blade will cause rotating unbalance that will 

destroy the whole system if this crack was not treated in proper time. Thus, the structural 

health monitoring of the blades received more attention than other components from 

many researchers.  

 Various sensors and techniques are used for crack detection of the WTBs such as 

Acoustic emission (AE), ultrasonic, shearography, fiber optics, eddy current, laser 

Doppler vibrometer (LDV), and strain gauges [2, 3]. All these sensors and techniques 

have their advantages and limitations. Also, Vibration-based method witnessed a 

considerable attention in the recent studies. This technique relies on the alteration in 

modal parameters due to the crack existence. The physical characteristics of the blade 

such as stiffness, mass and damping represent the main factors of the modal 

characteristics such as Eigenfrequencies and mode shapes. The existence of any crack 

in the blade will cause a reduction in the stiffness. Consequently, the value of natural 

frequency will be reduced, and the mode shape will be altered.  This change in modal 

parameters is used as an indicator for crack presence in the WTB. The authors in [4] 

demonstrated the ability of this method for damage detection of the WTB by using short 

time Fourier transform (STFT). Simulation was applied to a WTB model with reduction 

in the stiffness of the WTB. It was found that the dominant frequency decreased and the 

displacement in the flap-wise direction increased during stiffness reduction. The 

alteration in natural frequencies due to the presence of cracks in the blade of steam 

turbine was tested in [5]. A 3D model of the blade was built then finite element analysis 

using ANSYS was applied to the blade. Experimental test was performed to the cracked 

blade to validate the results of ANSYS tool. They found low variation between the 

experimental and ANSYS results that are less than 5%.  

The damage presence can be demonstrated by measuring the reduction of natural 

frequencies. However, it is desired to detect the locations, numbers, and sizes of cracks 
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to simplify damage diagnosis. Mode shapes were used in different studies to identify the 

cracks presence and detect their locations in the structure. The authors in [6] proved the 

ability of mode shapes to determine the cracks locations on a WTB. 

Curvature mode shape (CMS) was introduced in the recent studies for damage 

detection. This method can determine damage existence, crack location and crack size. 

The authors in [7] have incorporated the method of FEA and mode shape difference 

curvature (MSDC) for crack detection of the WTB. FEA was used to determine whether 

there is a crack or no based on the reduction in Eigenfrequencies due to damages. While, 

MSDC was used to detect the cracks locations and determine their severity [7]. The 

authors in [8] used vibration technique to identify the cracks in a 6.5 m WTB using 

experimental and numerical methods. They performed operational modal analysis 

(OMA) experimentally on a healthy and cracked blade using 10 accelerometers. 

Numerical method was used to define the location of the crack by using CMS that 

change obviously in the damage region. The difference in CMS between the healthy and 

cracked blade increases by increasing the damage size. The authors in [9] applied 

different vibration methods to detect the cracks of 5 MW wind turbine whose blade is 

61.5 m. They investigated different modal parameters to detect the blade damage, such 

as frequency, mode shapes, CMS, modal assurance criterion (MAC), coordinate modal 

assurance criterion (COMAC), and modal strain energy (MSE). They concluded that 

frequency, mode shape, MAC and COMAC techniques have small sensitivity to the 

damage. By contrast, MSE and CMS have high sensitivity to the crack presence.  

The authors in [10] used the method of wavelet power spectrum (WPS) and 

vibration modal analysis to detect the presence of cracks in the WTBs. The WPS was 

found to be more effective than the FFT spectrum to detect the crack presence in the 

WTB. Besides, the WPS method was used to detect the crack location in the WTB due 

to the high variation of WPS amplitude near to the crack location. In [11], the authors 

introduced vibration to a rotating blade during rotation by an electromagnetic actuator. 

Then the vibration is collected via accelerometers mounted on the blade. The collected 

results were used in training an algorithm of crack detection by comparing the healthy 
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and faulty blade at 43 r/min. Then this algorithm was used in crack detection for the 

blade at two rotational speeds for WTB; 32 r/min and 43 r/min. 

In all the aforementioned publications the used techniques for crack detection in 

the WTBs are applied in a static condition in which the HAWT is out of operation or 

during rotation with slight change in speed as in ref. [11]. On contrary, the current paper 

presents new technique for detecting the cracks in the WTBs during rotation at any 

rotational speed by using a Multibody dynamics software. This method considers both 

the centrifugal stiffening effect that increases the values of Eigenfrequencies of a blade 

due to rotation, besides the stiffness reduction due to crack existence that decreases the 

values of Eigenfrequencies.  

In order to implement the proposed approach in the field. First, Vibration would 

be introduced to a blade in operation by an electromagnetic actuator, then the reading of 

the blade vibration would be collected by accelerometers distributed along the blade. 

Then numerical models for healthy and cracked blade are solved on a multibody 

dynamics software under the blade actual rotational speed. By comparing the numerical 

models natural frequency results and measured natural frequency results, one can detect 

the actual crack size and location. It has to be noted that the results of various crack sizes 

and locations have to be solved until the natural frequencies of the numerical model 

converges to the frequencies measured in the field. 

The centrifugal stiffening is a phenomenon in which the stiffness of a rotating 

beam is increased due to centrifugal force that causes tension in beams. Centrifugal 

stiffening of beams was shown in many publications. The centrifugal stiffening of the 

nearest shape to blades, which is tapered twisted beams is presented in [12]. Centrifugal 

stiffening could also be calculated by multibody dynamic software. MSC/ADAMS is a 

multibody dynamic software that is used in this work for dynamic analysis. 

 

2. MULTIBODY SYSTEM DYNAMICS 

In this paper, MSC/ADAMS is used to study the effect of rotational speed and 

crack presence on the dynamic behavior of the WTB. This software utilizes multibody 

system dynamics in its analysis. In this study, the WTB is modeled in MSC/ADAMS 
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by using Floating Frame of Reference (FFR) formulation. Therefore, it is necessary to 

explain the main types of bodies’ definitions in multibody systems with more focus on 

FFR formulation. 

A multibody system is composed of a collection of multiple interconnected 

flexible and rigid subsystems called substructures, components, or bodies. Each of these 

subsystems is exposed to considerable amounts of rotational and translational 

displacements. These subsystems are connected by using various joints. Some examples 

of mechanical systems are mechanisms, machines, space structures, robotic 

manipulators, and vehicles. Mostly, the motion of these systems is characterized by 

nonlinear dynamic equations that are difficult to be solved using analytical methods. 

These types of dynamic equations are solved widely using numerical methods. 

The material motion of subsystems is studied according to three classifications: 

rigid body, FFR bodies, and continuum mechanics bodies. Rigid body implies that the 

body deformation is so small, and it does not affect body motion. In a more general 

representation, the FFR body can perform a small change in its dimensions due to 

deformation, in addition to large linear displacement and rotational displacement.  In 

space, the FFR body motion is described completely by six general coordinates; in 

addition to, numerous elastic coordinates that describes its deformation. Continuum 

mechanics approach targets studying the general very flexible body motion that include 

large rotation and large deformation. Consequently, the continuum mechanics approach 

has disadvantages, such as large dimensions and nonlinearity. Therefore, this method 

requires extensive calculations that lead to very large computational time for 

complicated structures. 

FFR formulation is applied to formulate the flexible bodies’ motion. This 

formulation uses two sets of coordinates that are attached to the flexible body. These 

two sets of coordinates are named elastic and reference coordinates. Reference 

coordinate determines the orientation and position of a chosen flexible body reference 

frame, mostly the center of mass is the origin of this reference frame. While, the body 

deformation relative to this reference frame is defined by using the elastic coordinate. 

The method of Rayleigh–Ritz is applied to introduce these elastic coordinates. Any point 
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on the flexible body can be identified in the global position by using these two sets of 

coordinates. 

As an example of FFR representation, the global position r  of an arbitrary point 

on a rigid body can be represented as follows [13]. 

  𝑟 = 𝑟0⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ + 𝐴(𝑢0̅̅ ̅⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ + 𝑢𝑓̅̅ ̅⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗)  (1) 

where 0r  is vector of global position of the origin of the reference frame on the body, 

which is mostly the body center of mass. The matrix A  is the rotation matrix that can 

be defined as the direction cosines of the body reference frame. The vector 𝑢0̅̅ ̅⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ is the 

position vector of the arbitrary point defined in the reference frame of the rigid body. 

The vector 𝑢𝑓̅̅ ̅⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ is the vector of displacement of the arbitrary point defined in body 

reference frame. Figure 1 shows an example a flexible beam represented by FFR. 

 
Fig. 1. FFR representation. 

 

The displacement of any arbitrary point can be represented as a sum of the body 

mode shapes multiplied by the amplitude of each mode during motion. It has to be noted 

that the mode shapes are represented as a function in the local undeformed position of 

arbitrary points. FFR formulation focuses on studying small deformation of flexible 

bodies, therefore it utilizes linearized modes obtained by finite element solution. The 

modes of selected low frequencies are only included in the resulting model that are based 

on the assumption of small deformations of flexible bodies [14].  

FFR formulation was used in some studies to describe large deformation of 

flexible bodies. These studies depend on discretizing a flexible body into a set of FFR 

bodies, each of them experiences a small deformation as shown in Fig. 2. These FFR 
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bodies are connected by using rigid joints to form together a flexible body that can 

experience significant deformation.  

 
Fig. 2. WTB discretizing to capture large deformation.  

 

The ability of FFR to describe the deformation of flexible bodies for rotating 

beams was demonstrated in literature [15]. It was shown that FFR can detect the 

centrifugal stiffening effect at various rotational speeds. Consequently, FFR can be used 

in the current study that aims to consider the centrifugal stiffening effect. 

 

3. DESIGN OF WTB 
 

The WTB geometry parameters, such as chord length cr and twist angles βr are 

calculated as shown in [16-17]. Then the theory of blade element momentum (BEM) is 

employed to calculate the aerodynamic forces. NACA 63-415 is the selected airfoil with 

𝑅𝑒 = 1𝐸6. The WTB has twenty sections with two sections at the beginning of the blade 

that are used to connect the WTB to the hub for WT as shown in Fig. 3. Each section is 

placed at radius r from the hub with width dr and chord length cr, while R represents the 

WTB length. The WTB material selected in this study is Aluminum that is commonly 

used for small size wind turbines, while the rigid hub is made of steel. 
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Fig. 3. WTB elements. 

3.1 WTB Aerodynamics 

The tangential and normal components of aerodynamic forces are derived based 

on the drag and lift force in addition to the twist angle of the blade. Prandtl’s loss tip 

correction factor (Ptc) is used to correct the assumptions of the BEM theory at the blade 

tip [16-17]. A complete explanation of the steps that are used in the current paper of 

calculating the normal and tangential components of aerodynamic forces is presented in 

literature [16-19]. The following specifications were considered for the WTB used in 

this study: R = 5 m, optimum tip speed ratio is 7.5, optimum angle of attack is 5.25° and 

optimum lift coefficient is 0.9461. 

The aerodynamic forces are calculated at different wind speeds to get various 

rotational speed for the rotor. Figure 4 shows the calculated aerodynamic forces at wind 

speeds 5, 10, and 15 m/s versus the WTB elements. 

 

     
            (a) Tangential forces                                      (b) Normal forces       

 

Fig. 4. The calculated aerodynamic forces at different wind speeds versus WTB 

elements.  
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3.2 Wind Turbine Power and Torque Control 

The power curve of the WTs is illustrated in Fig. 5. From this graph, the 

operational range of the wind speed is between Umin (cut-in) and Umax (cut-out) wind 

speeds. The WT is not operated out of these limits. Below the speed of cut-in, the WT 

is shut down because the wind speed is not high enough to compensate the losses and 

operation costs. Above the speed of cut-out, the WT is stopped to prevent structural 

overload. The power curve in Fig. 5 has two main regions. In region I, the available 

power increases by increasing the wind speed till it reaches the rated power (PN) at the 

rated wind speed (UN). 

 
Fig. 5. Wind turbine power curve [19]. 

This objective is achieved by using variable speed control in this region in which 

the rotor speed can be controlled through the generator torque. In region II, the main 

goal is to keep the generated power constant and equal to the rated value to prevent 

strcutural overloading. This is achieved by using variable pitch control system, so that 

the WT is operated with constant generator speed and constant rated power [19].  

In this paper, the WTB simulation is applied by using MSC/ADAMS within 

region I in which variable speed control needs to be achieved. The steady state condition 

in this region is achieved by setting the net torque that affects the system equal to zero. 

The net torque represents the difference between aerodynamics and generator torque on 

the blade. The generator torque on the blade is the generator torque on its rotor divided 

by the WT gearbox speed ratio and number of blades. In the rest of the paper, the 

generator torque is referred to the resultant torque of the generator on a blade. The 

aerodynamic torque is calculated from 2 31
/

2
av pT R C V  .  
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The generator torque in the commercial WTs with variable speed in region I is 

set equal to the aerodynamic torque such that 
2

genT k , where 
5

max3

1

2 op

k R Cp


  [19-

20]. The value of k  used in this study is 2.7 N.m.s2. 

 

3.3 WTB Modelling and Simulation 

The WTB modelling is performed by using a CAD software (SolidWorks). The 

modelling is dependent on the airfoil coordinates that have standard values according to 

the airfoil type [21]. SolidWorks is used as the preprocessor of geometry for 

MSC/ADAMS. The airfoil profile is considered as closed curve that consists of 

collection of points which represent the profile coordinate system. The WTB was 

divided into nineteen segments to include the high nonlinear deformations, so that 

MSC/ADAMS can recognize a large deformation during rotation. Each segment was 

imported from SolidWorks as a rigid body. ADAMS Flex was then used to convert all 

rigid body segments into flexible ones by using FE. FE mesh was applied with 

tetrahedral quadratic elements to each segment. The generated flexible bodies were then 

connected using fixed joints from both sides to act as single body. The WTB was then 

connected from the root section with the rigid hub by fixed joint. While, the rigid hub 

was connected with the ground by using revolute joint to permit the rotation around Z-

axis as shown in Fig. 6.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Applied aerodynamic forces and torque to the WTB model in MSC/Adams. 
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The actual system of the WT is driven by the aerodynamic forces that affect the 

WTB. These forces are divided into normal components in the direction of Z axis and 

tangential components that generate aerodynamic torque around the rotor hub axis. The 

generator produces torque that resists the aerodynamic torque as explained in previous 

section. The tangential and normal forces that were obtained in Fig. 4 were added to 

each WTB element, while the generator torque was applied to the hub at the revolute 

joint as shown in Fig. 6.  

Thus, different rotational speeds of the rotor were obtained by changing the 

values of tangential and normal forces at different wind speeds as explained before, 

while the generator torque was kept as a function of rotational speed with constant value 

for k  that was mentioned in section 3.2.  

3.4 Variable Speed Control 

According to the values  presented in the previous section, the blade length R = 

5 m, and the wind speed Uw is 5, 10, and 15 m/s, respectively. Then the rotor rotational 

speed ω at steady state when the aerodynamic torque is equal to the generator torque 

are, 7.5, 15, and 22.5 rad/s, respectively. It has to be noted that the rotor steady state 

rotational speed obtained by MSC/ADAMS were very close to these analytical results.  

 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Crack Size Effect 

A parametric study was applied to the WTB model using MSC/ADAMS to study 

the effect of crack size on the Eigenfrequencies in static condition. The generated crack 

in the WTB model has length (Lc), width (Wc), and depth (Dc) as illustrated in Fig. 7.  

The crack is located at 72 % of the blade length measured from the root side, because 

the most common crack location is between 70 % and 75 % of the blade length [1]. 

Three cases of crack sizes are investigated that are small, medium, and large. This 

classification is applied to prove the decrease of Eigenfrequencies by increasing the 

crack size. Crack of small size has Lc = 50 mm, Wc = 3 mm and Dc = 25 mm. Medium 

crack size has Lc = 80 mm ,Wc = 5 mm and Dc = 30 mm. While, the large crack size has 

Lc = 110 mm, Wc = 7 mm and Dc = 35 mm. 
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Fig. 7. Crack specifications (not to scale). 
 

The WTB model was subjected to modal analysis to compare the behavior of the 

blade at zero rotational speed between the healthy and cracked blade. The used 

numerical integrator in MSC/ADAMS in this analysis was Hilber-Hughes-Taylor implicit 

formula (HHT) integrator with error tolerance 10-8. The analysis was done for the healthy 

and the three cases of cracked blade in which small, medium, and large cracks sizes 

were generated. Figure 8 shows the reduction percentage of Eigenfrequencies for 

various crack sizes at different vibration modes. The reduction percentage is measured 

relative to the healthy Eigenfrequencies. It is noticeable that the reduction percentage 

increases by increasing the crack size in all vibration modes. In addition, mode four has 

the lowest reduction percentage in all sizes of cracks except the large crack size in which 

minimum effect belongs to mode one. While, mode five has the highest reduction 

percentage in all cracks sizes.  

 
Fig. 8. The effect of various cracks sizes on different modes. 
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4.2  Crack Location Effect 

The effect of crack location on the Eigenfrequencies of the WTB was investigated 

by using MSC/ADAMS. Medium crack size ( Lc = 80 mm ,Wc = 5 mm and Dc = 30 ) was 

used in this study. Ten different locations for cracks of equal size are considered along 

the blade length at equally distance 0.5 m, so that the Eigenfrequencies were investigated 

due to the presence of each crack individually. Ten simulations were done for each crack 

location. The used numerical integrator in MSC/ADAMS in the analysis was HHT 

integrator with error tolerance 10-8. Figure 9 shows the effect of crack location on the 

Eigenfrequencies of the WTB for different vibration modes. It can be found that most 

of vibration modes are highly affected with the crack presence after 50 % of blade length 

measured from the root side. From these results, it is clear that most of modes had the 

highest reduction in Eigenfrequencies at 70 % of blade length, except modes three and 

four that had the highest reduction at 50% and 90% of blade length, respectively. The 

Eigenfrequencies were found to increase due to crack presence nearly at the blade tip. 

This can be explained as a result that the blade will behave as if its length is shortened 

and a mass is attached at its tips. As the blade length decrease the blade stiffness will 

increase, then the Eigenfrequency will increase. 

   

   

 
 

(a) First mode (b) Second mode 

(c) Third mode (d) Fourth mode 

(e) Fifth mode 

Fig. 9. The effect of the location of crack on the Eigenfrequencies of different modes. 
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4.3 The Effect of Crack Presence and Rotational Speed  

The main goal of this paper is to study the effect of cracks presence and rotational 

speeds together on the Eigenfrequencies of the WTB during rotation. This section will 

focus on studying this event. Three cases are investigated in this section, in which large 

crack size is introduced (Lc = 110 mm , Wc = 7 mm and Dc = 35 mm ). First case includes 

one crack developed at 70 % measured from root section. Second case includes two 

cracks of the same size that are created at 60% and 70 % of the blade length measured 

from the root side. Third case includes three cracks of the same size that are created at 

60%, 70% and 80% measured from the root section. The simulation time was 200 

seconds. The used integrator in the analysis was HHT integrator with error tolerance   

10-8. Figure 10 shows the effect of crack presence at different rotational speeds on the 

Eigenfrequencies of the WTB for the first eight vibration modes.  

 

   
  

  

Fig. 10 (a). The effect of different cracks and rotational speed on the Eigenfrequencies 

of the WTB (modes 1-4). 
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Fig. 10 (b). The effect of different cracks and rotational speed on the Eigenfrequencies 

of the WTB (modes 5-8). 
 

First mode experienced the centrifugal stiffening effect during rotation, therefore 

the Eigenfrequencies increased by increasing the rotational speed. By contrast, the 

reduction in Eigenfrequencies due to crack presence is not significant in this mode. 

Second mode experienced both effects; the increase in eigenfrequency during rotation 

and the reduction in Eigenfrequencies due to crack presence. Modes three, six and eight 

experience a small increase in Eigenfrequencies as a function in rotational speed. While 

in modes four, five and seven the Eigenfrequency is proportional to the WTB rotational 

speed. It can be noticed in most cases that the increase in eigenfrequencies due to 

centrifugal stiffening effect is more than the decrease in them due to cracks. Therefore, 

centrifugal stiffening effect cannot be ignored when Eigenfrequencies are used in crack 

detection.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

This work presented a new technique for detecting the cracks in the WTBs during 

rotation without the need to stop the turbine using dynamic analysis software such as 

MSC/ADAMS. This method considered both the centrifugal stiffening effect and 

stiffness reduction due to cracks presence in the rotating blade. The centrifugal stiffening 

effect increases the values of Eigenfrequencies during rotation. By contrast, the presence 

of cracks in the WTBs reduces the values of Eigenfrequencies due to stiffness reduction. 

A WTB model was designed. Aerodynamic forces were calculated based on 

BEM theory. Different rotational speeds for the rotor were calculated using the 

analytical equations and they were compared to MSC/ADAMS results. The effect of 

crack on modal parameters was investigated. The Eigenfrequencies were found to 

decrease by increasing the crack size. The effect of crack on the Eigenfrequencies was 

found to be more significant at the higher modes than the lower ones. Different crack 

locations were investigated. The crack location between 70 % and 80 % of the blade 

length has the most significant effect on Eigenfrequencies. Finally, the effect of both 

rotational speed and crack presence on the modal parameters, were investigated. All the 

vibration modes experienced an increase during rotation due to the centrifugal stiffening 

effect. Besides, all vibration modes witnessed a decrease due to the crack presence. It 

was found that, if the centrifugal stiffening is ignored, then the Eigenfrequencies will 

not indicate a presence crack correctly. The centrifugal stiffening effect was detected at 

speeds as low as 7.5 rad/s. Thus, centrifugal stiffening effect has to be considered in 

calculation of blade natural frequencies even for low speed rotors. 
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 ح على الترددات الطبيعية أثناء التشغيلاتوربينات الري تأثير الصدوع في شفرات
تيق تالال امتيثح عن طشرراتات ت  ناشثت في  امتي تتعلق بحكوررا امتورر ق بحاث  امنشورر   معظم الا

ا  ث ًا اد امتكتا ات امذاتية أو أننثط امتورر ت تتم في لثمة بثةتةع علا امعكم من كم ت ت تتح هذت اما ا ررة ن جد
 ثتدون اماثًة إما إي ثف امت  ناش بحثي  رررتعة أبشثء اماو انفي ت  ناشثت امتيثح  ينكشه د ا رررة تربات شررر    

ورركل يراتت سنه بح ت  ناشثت امتيثح بحث ررتااات تالال اسًمررثت امنتعاد ع  رري لل هذا امش ك من تكلاة  رريثن 
 رررررراتجشة تكلاة امت اا عن امعنل مت  ناشثت امتيثح أبشثء امكوررررررا عن امورررررر   ع يعترت هذا امش ك ي  من 

 بحة بحمرررة امنتيزي(ت وت لال امصررامزيثد  في امصرر بحة بحمرررة اماو ان عامنعتوف بحث ررم تربات امت  ية بحثم تد 
 ع تاترت هذت اما ا ررررة اا   امش ك امن تتح في امكوررررا عن م ا ت  ناشثت امتيثح شرررراتات وً د تورررر  ثت في
 تيثحت  ناشثت ام وررراتاتع تم إنورررثء نن كن عشصرررت مااود مررررررررررررررررررت  ناشثت امتيثح شررراتات ولجم اموررر    في

ت  ناشثت  شررراتاتعلا نن كن اننثط امتوررركل  عنل د ا رررة علام تع بم MSC/ADAMS ةتنثمك بحث رررتااات
ث بحاأ امتربات امنورررررتت اننثط امتوررررركلعلا   ثوم اع اموررررر    ما ا رررررة تربات لجم  امتيثح ك ع وأخاتدات تم أيضرررررد

 .مً  د امو    و تعة اماو ان
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